UCLA GRAD SLAM 2017
FINAL COMPETITION & CELEBRATORY RECEPTION

April 25, 2017
TUESDAY

5:00 PM – 7:30 PM
CNSI AUDITORIUM
570 Westwood Plaza

SCHEDULE
5:00 PM
Light Refreshments

5:30 PM
Final Presentations
Audience Choice & Judging Panel Voting
Awards Ceremony

6:30 PM
Celebratory Reception

To RSVP:
Scan QR code or click here.

MAP/DIRECTIONS
PARKING in Lot 9
UCLA permit parking and
$12 parking for non-permit holders
(see map and directions for specific instructions)

https://grad.ucla.edu/gradslam2017
#gradslam #uclagradslam #uclagradslam2017
DIRECTIONS

Northbound to UCLA (LAX to UCLA):
- 405 North
- Exit Wilshire Blvd East and follow the road to the right and stay on the far left lane
- Left on Westwood Blvd and go straight up into campus where it will change to Westwood Plaza

Southbound to UCLA:
- 405 South
- Exit Wilshire Blvd East and stay on the far left lane
- Left on Westwood Blvd and go straight up into campus where it will change to Westwood Plaza

Westbound to UCLA
- Take Wilshire Blvd and head west towards UCLA
- Right on Westwood Blvd and go straight up into campus where it will change to Westwood Plaza

Parking
- A parking permit may be obtained at the information kiosk towards the end of Westwood Plaza.
- Parking Structure 9 is located on your right, park at the top level.
- The CNSI building is built onto the roof level of the parking structure. Use the walkway/bridge on the far left side to make your way around to the front entrance of the CNSI building. Once at the front entrance, please use the call box to the left of the doors to gain access to the building.